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1  Examples: what is the problem? 

2 What are the causes? 

3 What’s stopping us? 

4 Why is that difficult? 

5 What’s next? 
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Example 3: children and medicines 





Example 5: pictogram 



Example 5: pictogram 



1.  Visual elements are poorly designed 

2.  Information is not structured ‘for use’ 

3.  Information is not convincing 

4.  Information does not identify the origin 

5.  The information is not seen as a dialogue 

Five issues: 



Is this a problem? 

Compliance: 50% or less? 

Errors: 1 casualty per million per day 

Costs: + 7% per year 

Increased use: more elderly & elder elderly 

+ increased anxiety, confidence reduction 
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United Kingdom: 1988-1990  





European legislation: EC 2004/27/EC 



 
 

EU-legislation: EC 2004/27/EC article 65 



 
 

Readability guideline (2009) 







•  Aimed at pharmaceutical industry	  

•  Focused on package insert only	  

•  Poor legal guidance and poor support  

•  Poor knowledge about design process	  

•  ‘People/users’ are rarely involved 

Current situation: 
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Example 1: phone bill 



Example 2: Packaging Asthma inhaler 



EU-legislation: EC 2004/27/EC article 65 



1.  Patients expect improvements 

2.  Designers are capable of making improvements 

3.  Legislation allows improvements 

4.  Industry wants to make improvements 

5.  Technology is available (track&trace, xml, …) 

What’s stopping us? 
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1.  Legal framework 
European Union, 

Guidelines and templates, 

European Medicines Agency 

Three different approaches 
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1.  Legal framework 
European Union, 

Guidelines and templates, 

European Medicines Agency 

Three different approaches 

2. Economic framework 
Pharmaceutical industry 

Insurance, healthcare 

3. Health 
Patients, doctors, pharmacists 



1.  Legal criteria 

Three different approaches 

2. Financial criteria 

3. Health criteria 



Legislation (2010/84/EU) 



1 Examples: what is the problem? 

2 What are the causes? 

3 What can we do? 

4 What’s stopping us? 

5 What’s next? 
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EU-legislation: EC 2004/27/EC article 65 



enabling 
4 

users 
1 

to act 
2 

appropriately 
3 



- pharmacist 

- hospital pharmacist 

- nurse 

- doctor 

- specialist doctor 

- manufacturer 

- wholesaler 

1 ‘users’ = every person involved 

- patient 

- carer 

- packaging-experts 

- regulator 

- national authority 

- EU-authority 

- lawyer 



- check 

- compare 

- warn 

- instruct 

- swallow 

- dilute 

- read 

2 ‘to act’ = every action 

- inject 

- dispense 

- store 

- select 

- consider 

- question 

- advise 



3 ‘appropriately’ = decide on criteria 

- check (70% of patients should check precautions?) 

- compare (80% of nurses must compare names?) 

- warn (100% of chemists must warn for otc-products?) 

- instruct (50% of pharmacists must instruct patches?) 

- swallow (90% of patients must swallow tablets?) 

- dilute (100% of pharmacists must be able to dilute?) 

- read (75% of patients must be abe to read a pack?) 



- by design (tactile, shape, colour, ...) 

- through systems (support, help, ...) 

- by training (exercise and feedback, ...) 

- through a process (check at every step, ...) 

- providing information (suitable arguments, ...) 

- ... 

4 ‘enabling’ = empower, facilitate 



1. Make a list of ‘users’ 

2. Make a list of ‘actions’ for each user 

3. Set performance based standards 

 (Benchmark now and set future aims.) 

4. Design things that ‘enable’ users 

‘enabling users to act appropriately’ 



In order to ‘enable users to act appropriately’: 

•  we must start from the actions of users, 

•  find out how we can enable these actions, 

•  and determine for each action what 
appropriate is. 

Concluding part 5 



Consider different approaches simultaneously: 

•  health: do no harm 

•  legal: information must be regulated 

•  financial: information must consider costs 

Concluding part 4 



There are no excuses: 

•  Patients expect better information 

•  Industry wants to develop information 

•  Legislation allows better information 

• Technology is available 

Concluding part 3 



Concluding part 2 

•  Involve all producers of information	  

•  Look at all information in a specific situation	  

•  Provide usable guidance 

•  Base guidance on design processes	  

•  Involve people/users 



Communication approaches:  

Logic : provide a clear structure 

Rhetoric : provide convincing motivations 

Dialectic : include people in dialogues 

Concluding part 1 
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